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The purpose of this article is to examine a group of unusual $1 silver certificate overprinting errors 
that were produced between July 1952 and April 1954. They were made during a brief period when Series 
of 1935D and E notes were overprinted on two separate presses, one for the black Treasury signatures and 
series and the other for the blue seals and serial numbers. The result was creation of a suite of dramatic errors 
that simply aren’t possible on more modern notes. 

Similar errors were possible on Series of 1929 national and Federal Reserve bank notes and World 
War II brown and yellow seals because those notes also required passes through two different overprinting 
presses. Consequently if you want to collect these varieties, you have to reach back into the past for 
specimens. The $1 Series of 1935D and E offer the most fertile ground. 

This is a tale of machinery; specifically, 18-subject flatbed presses purchased by the BEP for use on 
an interim basis to overprint notes when the sheet size was increased from 12- to 18-subjects. The use of this 
equipment provided breathing room for BEP personnel to design and have built 18-subject bicolor rotary 
overprinting presses that ultimately took over the job. 

The overprinting presses that created the errors described here consisted of flatbed mono-color 
presses purchased in July 1952. Pairs of these presses were used in tandem to overprint first the black series 
and Treasury signatures, and second the blue seals and serial numbers. Information available to us in the form 
of errors that are peculiar to this equipment reveals that the tandem mono-color presses were used exclusively 
for the production of 18-subject $1 Series of 1935D and E silver certificates. 

Additional 18-subject bicolor flatbed presses were purchased later in 1952 that affixed both 
overprints in one pass. They were used to overprint all the other classes and denominations of notes that were 
then current. They could have been used to supplement $1 silver certificate production but we have found 
no records that demonstrate such use. The bicolor presses could not produce the errors that are the subject 
of this article. 

Both the mono- and bicolor presses were used until April 1954, when newly designed 18-subject 
bicolor rotary overprinting presses replaced them. 

Signing Currency 
The hand signing of U. S. currency by Treasury officials went out of favor early in the large note 
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era. The volumes of currency that required signatures precluded it. 
The signatures on most large size notes were printed facsimiles that were incorporated directly into 

the engravings on the intaglio printing plates. Signature samples were provided to the engravers, who in turn 
reproduced them on dies. Next, rolls were made from those dies and used to transfer the signatures to the 
necessary printing plates as many times as needed. 

The practice of putting the signatures on the plates was passed down to small size production in 
1928. However, in the case of small size notes, the signatures were rolled into the master dies rather than 
being rolled in separately on the plates. 

There was a downside to placing the signatures on the face plates, and that was the problem caused 
when one or both Treasury officials left office. New signatures were required, but the old were part of the 
plates so they couldn’t be changed without altering the plates. 

There were three ways plates with obsolete signatures were handled during the large note era. Most 
continued to be used until they wore out. Others were scrapped. The signatures were changed on some, a 
practice that usually was reserved for low-production plates, especially those for the high denominations. 

Signatures never were changed on the plates used to print small size notes. 
The idea of overprinting signatures and series was not new. The concept already had passed the test 

on Series of 1929 national and Federal Reserve bank notes because the bank information and signatures were 
overprinted on them. The Bureau of Engraving and Printing began an 18-year program to convert all their 
currency production to overprinted signatures beginning in 1935. 

Initially the overprinting of the Treasury signatures and series was restricted to 12-subject $1 Series 
of 1935 sheets. They were earmarked for the innovation because they were produced in such large volumes. 
Eventually the technology spread to other classes and denominations, first to the 12-subject Series of 1950 
Federal Reserve sheets, and later to the 18-subject Series of 1953 legal tender and higher denomination silver 
certificate sheets. 

Practices evolve, so once again the BEP incorporated the treasury signatures on the intaglio face 
plates beginning in 1968 with the $100 Series of 1966 legal tender notes, a situation that prevails to the 
present. The modern generation of rotary overprinting presses are still bi-color because the black district 
seals and identifiers continue to be overprinted on Federal Reserve notes. 

Overprinting Presses 
The Bureau went through successive generations of overprinting presses to apply the series, treasury 

signatures, seals and serial numbers. Beginning in 1935, they used newly configured bicolor rotary presses 
that allowed all of these elements to be printed in one pass through the press. 

The presses handled 12-subject sheets, wherein the notes were numbered consecutively down the 
half sheets using different groups of consecutive numbers on each side. A knife in the press slit the sheets 
in half after the overprints were applied. Next knives in the machine separated the notes from the respective 
halves and the notes were mechanically collated in correct numerical order (Hall, 1929, p. 112-113). 

Exceptions were made to the one-pass printing of overprints on the World War II yellow and brown 
seals owing to the limitations of the bicolor presses. The yellow seals required an extra printing to apply the 
yellow seals. Similarly the Hawaii notes required additional printings to apply the HAWAII’s to their faces 
and backs. 

The transition to 18-subject plates was announced by the BEP in April 1952 (Hall, 1952, p. 1) and 
the first notes affected were $1 Series of 1935D silver certificates. Experimental 18-subject $1 plates were 
certified in May 1952 (BEP, various dates) and sent to press on June 16th (Hall, 1952, p. 58). 

The changeover from 12- to 18-subject production was not abrupt. Instead 18-subject production was 
ramped up on $1 silver certificates while 12-subject production was gradually wound down. The first $1 
silver certificate18-subject face and back production plates were certified respectively on July 11 and 10, 
1952, whereas the last 12-subject face and back plates were certified September 10 and October 14, 1952 
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(BEP, various dates). Use of the 12-subject plates in all classes and denominations continued to September 
1953. 

The Bureau did not possess 18-subject bicolor overprinting presses at the beginning of July 1952, 
so a pair of mono-color typographic cylinder flatbed presses was purchased to accommodate overprinting 
of the $1 silver certificates on an interim basis (Hall, 1952, p. 1). They were operated in tandem, one for each 
overprinted color. The cylinder on each press was an impression roller that pressed the sheet against the flat 
bed of the press, which contained the inked elements. Five of these presses were in operation by July 1953 
(Hall, 1953, p. 42-43). 

One implication of this is that 36 serial numbering registers were mounted in or on the flat bed of 
the blue press along with the 18 seals. A press of similar design had been used to seal and number 4-subject 
national bank note sheets between 1926 and 1929 (Hall, 1926, p. 6-7). 

The first recorded use for the tandem flatbed presses available to us involved the overprinting of $1 
Series of 1935D star notes on July 29, 1952 when the *00000001D note was printed (BEP, undated). The 
GG serial number block was assigned to the first 18-subject regular production with first deliveries to the 
Treasury on November 20, 1952 (Hall, 1953, p. 65) followed by the NG block. 

The BEP purchased five bicolor flatbed cylinder presses during the latter part of 1952 to handle 
additional 18-subject production as other denominations and classes of currency were converted to 18-subject 
format (Hall, 1953, p. 42-43). Of course, the appeal of the bicolor presses was that both colors could be 
applied simultaneously on the same press. The first delivery from the bicolor presses occurred on April 3, 
1953 and consisted of $10 Federal Reserve notes (Hall, 1953, p. 65). 

All currency regardless of class or denomination was being produced from 18-subject plates by 
September 1953 (BEP, 1962, p. 159). Use of the flatbed overprinting presses, both tandem mono-color and 
single bicolor, to overprint the 18-subject stock ceased in April 1954, having been supplanted by production 
from newly installed 18-subject bicolor rotary presses. 

The first of sixteen newly designed 18-subject bicolor rotary overprinting presses came on line in 
March 1954. This one-pass overprinting capability, coupled with the greater speed of rotary presses, 
materially increased production rates. These machines arrived fairly early during the Series of 1935E $1 
silver certificate era so most of the Series of 1935E notes were numbered on them. 

The last batch of Series of 1935E star notes printed on the tandem flatbed presses consisted of 
4444-8/18 sheets bearing numbers *61120001D-*61200000D, which were numbered on April 1, 1954. That 
printing had been preceded by rotary press star printings, the first of which occurred on March 20th, so there 
was a transition period lasting at least 10 days when the flatbed and rotary overprinting presses were in use 
(BEP, undated). All sixteen of the new 18-subject rotary overprinting presses were in operation by April 
1954 (Holtzclaw, 1954, p. 92). 

All18-subject sheets, regardless of press, were numbered consecutively through the stack rather than 
down the half sheets. Consequently consecutive notes had the same plate position letter rather than cycling 
through the letters on a given half sheet as before. The notes generally were numbered in production units 
of 8,000 sheets (144,000 notes) so serial numbering advanced by 8,000 between the subjects on a given sheet. 

Neither the 18-subject flatbed nor new bicolor rotary presses possessed the capability to cut the notes 
from the sheet in contrast to their 12-subject rotary predecessors. The notes had to be cut by guillotine as a 
separate operation. 

A lone surviving proof exists in the Smithsonian holdings from an experimental 18-subject black 
overprinting plate made during the flatbed era. It is labeled as being an experimental high-etched topographic 
plate that was certified October 2, 1952, two and a half months into 18-subject tandem flatbed production. 
The fact that it was certified reveals that it most likely was used to overprint the Treasury signatures on 
issued Series of 1935D notes. Figure 1 illustrates part of that proof. 
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Figure 1. The overprint for one subject from an 18-subject proof lifted from an experimental high-etched 
overprinting plate employed on an 18-subject mono-colored topographic overprinting press used to apply the 
black overprint to Series of 1935D silver certificates. The plate was certified November 1, 1952. Plate number 
51709 shown in the inset is from a set of numbers used for photo-litho plates. 

 
Mono-Color Press Errors 

The overprinting of the 18-subject 1935D and early 1935E silver certificates on tandem pairs of 
mono-color presses is of supreme importance to error collectors. Error permutations were produced that had 
not been seen since the Series of 1929 and the WW II issues. 

The distinguishing characteristic of the unusual errors is that the problem involved only one of the 
two overprinted colors, demonstrating that the problem was confined to only one of the two presses. An 
excellent example is a note with normally printed black signatures and series but inverted blue serial numbers 
and seal. This error is impossible from either a bicolor flatbed press or bicolor overprinting press. 

These strange errors occur on $1 SC faces bearing plate serial numbers from 7469 to about 8000. 
They were made in the window between July 1952 and April 1954 when tandem mono-color flatbed presses 
were used to overprint the notes. All the observed errors have serial numbers with a G suffix, although it 
appears that the AH and BH blocks also could have been affected. 

There are eight distinctive permutations that are specific to the $1 notes produced during this 
interesting period. 

1. Mono-color inverted overprints, such as 
(a) inverted signatures and series but not seals and serials, 
and (b) inverted seals and serials but not signatures and 
series. 

2. Missing mono-color overprints, such as 
(a) no signatures and series but normal seals and serials, 
and (b) no seals and serials but normal signatures and 
series. 

3. Mono-color overprints on the back, such as 
(a) signatures and series only on the back, or 
(b) seals and serials only on the back. 

4. Skewed overprints involving only one color, such as 
(a) skewed signatures but not seals and serials, and 
(b) skewed seals and serials but not signatures and series. 

Not included in this list are very peculiar but innumerable printed creases and foldover oddities that 
affected only one of the overprinted colors! An example would be a folded over lower right corner upon 
which part of the seal and right serial number ended up on the back of the note, but not the series and 
Treasury signatures. 

We are illustrating six examples of these errors. Notice how each involves only one color. 
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Figure 2. This is a 
Series of 1935D note 
based on its serial 
number. The  black 
o v e r p r i n t w a s
somehow omitted 
when the sheet was 
fed through the black 
overprinting press, 
probably by being 
covered by another 
sheet stuck to the top 
of it. 

Figure 3. An inverted 
blue but normal black 
overprint could occur 
only if the blue 
overprint was applied 
on a separate press. 
T h i s n o t e w a s 
numbered in January 
1954. 

Figure 4. An inverted 
black but normal 
blue overprint could 
occur only if the 
black overprint was 
applied on a separate 
press. 
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Figure 5. The fact 
that only the blue 
items in the overprint 
are shifted reveals 
that the blue part of 
the overprint was 
applied on a separate 
machine, something 
not possible on 
bicolor flatbed or 
rotary overprinting 
presses where both 
colors are applied 
simultaneously. 

 
Figure 6. A significant 
upward shift of the 
Treasury signatures 
and series reveals that 
the black part of the 
overprint was applied 
o n a s e p a r a t e 
overprinting press. 
This type of error is 
confined to the period 
1952-4 when the 
different colors were 
o v e r p r i n t e d o n 
separate presses. 

 

 
Figure 7. The left shift 
of the Treasury 
signatures and series 
independently of the 
blue serial  numbers 
and seals is a 
characteristic of 
errors produced 
during 1952-4 when 
the different colors 
were overprinted on 
separate presses. 
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Figure 8. This 
spectacular foldover 
error sports blue 
seals and serials that 
ended up on the back 
of the note. Later in 
the series, when both 
the black and blue 
overprints were 
applied together on 
bicolor overprinting 
presses, the black 
Treasury signatures 
and series would 
accompany the seals 
and serials numbers 
on the back of such 
foldovers. The fact 
that they don’t 
reveals that tandem 
m o n o - c o l o r 
overprinting presses 
were used, one for 
each color. 

Perspective 
All error collecting is like this. If you don’t understand the machines and processing, how can you 

fathom the errors? Equally important is how can you protect yourself from the fake errors that are being 
cranked out to separate you from your money these days? 

A disclaimer is in order. We have concluded based on observed errors that the tandem mono-color 
flatbed overprinting presses appear to have been used exclusively to print $1 silver certificates and the 
bicolor flatbed overprinting presses appear to have been used for all the other denominations and classes. 
There is no technological reason why either of these press configurations couldn’t have been used to print 
any 18-subject sheet. In time we may discover that some $1 silver certificate press runs were made on the 
flatbed bicolor presses or some of the other denominations and classes were overprinted by tandem mono- 
color flatbed presses. If the latter occurred, evidence should reveal itself in the form of the peculiar errors 
profiled here on notes other than $1 silver certificates. 

Credits 
This article was a team effort. The special characteristics of the errors described here were first 

recognized by James Martin several years ago. Peter Huntoon provided the technical explanations. Bob 
Liddell supplied all the illustrations, except Figure 2, which came from Heritage Auction archives. Doug 
Murray provided a serial number ledger for $1 Series of 1935D and E star note production. Derek Moffitt 
and Jamie Yakes provided crucial documents and insights based on their research into serial numbering 
during the startup of the 18-subject era that both fleshed out and constrained the findings provided here. 
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